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Coffman Engineers Opens Office in Dallas, Texas 
 

Office opens in response to client demand for engineering services 
 

DALLAS, Texas, August 31, 2021 -- Coffman Engineers, Inc. (Coffman), a multidiscipline 
engineering firm, announced the opening of its Dallas, Texas office at 8951 Cypress Waters 
Boulevard, Suite 160. The new location allows the firm to better support clients in the industrial, 
oil & gas, healthcare, federal/military, housing, hospitality, and energy markets.  

The Dallas office is Coffman’s first in Texas, although the firm has been working on projects in 
the state for more than 20 years. The office is managed by Eric Apolenis, PE, Vice President of 
the Southeast Region and supported by Latrice Celio, PE, a senior electrical engineer and local 
Texan. 

“Coffman has been fortunate to support clients in Texas for many years, so it was a natural next 
step in our expansion to open our doors in Dallas. We are especially fortunate to have Latrice at 
the helm with her engineering experience and Texas roots,” said Apolenis. 

Opening in Dallas has long been a strategic goal for Coffman, especially with the firm’s robust 
experience and capabilities in the industrial, oil & gas, and military markets. In addition, the 
office location in the Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex allows Coffman to have a central location to 
clients and is near desirable neighborhoods for employees. 

“It is incredibly exciting to be part of Coffman’s growth in Dallas. We look forward to 
strengthening our existing relationships, developing new connections, and getting more involved 
in our local community,” said Celio. 

The Dallas office offers electrical and fire protection engineering in-house with full multidiscipline 
engineering capabilities supported by regional offices, including civil, structural, and mechanical 
engineering.  

About Coffman Engineers 

Since 1979, Coffman Engineers has added staff and expanded into dozens of service offerings, 
but the commitment to innovative work and enduring relationships remains unchanged. Coffman 
offers deep and scalable multidiscipline engineering services including civil, structural, 
mechanical, electrical, fire protection, and other specialties. Coffman’s 600 employees from 19 
offices across the U.S. are committed to clients and the team effort it takes to build a better 
world. For more information, please visit coffman.com or connect on LinkedIn, Facebook, 
Instagram, and Twitter. 
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